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I. INTRODUCTION

The foundation of mathematics is logic. This is a twelfth
block in this blockchain written in an effort to explain elements
and logic used in previous blocks.

II. RESEARCH

The genesis block of mathchain was published on 20. June
2018. Almost six months and around 12 billion in USD
published research papers has passed till then.

Research publishing industry has turnover of around 25
billion USD per year. The procedure described in block 7 of
this blockhain used technology available for two decades and
several hundred of billions of USD worth of research papers
written and published ago.

The research area is functioning similar to oil industry
and internal combustion engine. The researcher explores the
environment, drills hole in the area, extracts oil, produces fuel
and sells it to customers/readers. The original product is used
by the customer and in most cases vanishes in smoke (with
death of the researcher and customers and loss of paper or
digital content in a dust bin).

Everybody is talking about renewable energy and circular
economy, but nobody is talking about reusable infrastructure
for publishing and reading research papers and regulation.

Most of this papers aren’t digitally signed to prevent altering
of the paper and securing the paper distribution from the author
to the end user. The product sold by the researcher can not
be easily verified and traced back to the author for contact,
explanation and possible correction. This is only a small part
of the problem. Referencing papers from other authors doesn’t
include hash of the referenced documents, meaning that the
customer can not verify which version of the document has to
be referenced by the customer. Also customer can not check
to see the modification and correcting history of a research
paper.

Maybe to reduce climate change we should start to be
more efficient in the research area and publishing research and
regulatory documentation. 2 billion of USD worth of research
papers are generated every month which have to be reinspected
because of missing security elements mentioned.

To err is human, we learn on our mistakes and actions after
that.

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this paper are those of
the author and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position of the
company, legislator, regulator or any other organization. User/Reader should
consult local regulation, legislation and contracts for usage.

III. EXTRACTION OF SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH

IT systems architecture started as monolithic application on
a server tagged as ”snowflake”. The evolution continued with
Virtual Machines (VMs) tagged as ”pets” leading to containers
tagged as ”cattle”.

In block 11 with title ”Deus ex machina” independent proof
of logic was stated by mentioning SafeDocs and Automating
Scientific Knowledge Extraction (ASKE). Automating Scien-
tific Knowledge Extraction is a machine which can replace
some of the research process and lead to full automation of
all other phases in the process which are performed by profes-
sionals and workers. The machine will be feed with research
papers with problems mentioned in previous paragraph.

The researcher and professionals will assist in the beginning,
but with automation of the process will lead to re-branding
them from ”snowflakes” and ”pets” to new status. This is
maybe not a bad thing for the working society, because the
scientists, professionals and regulators have to design the
social and technical infrastructure in a way they will make
them share the tag with most of the population. They will
choose the tag for them selves and the rest of humanity. In
the past the worker was just replaced by the machine. ASKE
will replace the researcher, professional, regulator and decision
makers.

Garbage in, often leads to garbage out, and construction
of AI on the foundation of research papers published without
security elements, human verification and understanding could
lead to huge disaster. Some examples are mentioned in the
previous blocks in this blockchain.

IV. STAKEHOLDERS

Block 7 with title “Restoring balance between stakeholders
- problems, tools and proof of concept“ is a simple method
of securing and verifying research papers, knowledge and
documents. It can be used by the teachers in the classroom
to teach the simple principles of blockchain to the children. It
can be used by children to preserve and index their homework
and reading material. It is a procedure in which regulators can
bind the legislation and chain it together, to prevent loading
partial, incomplete or outdated data to the ASKE machines.

To the regulators and deciding stakeholders the title might
look frightening because more of the accountability for the
persons in regulatory and supervision process. But the regula-
tor should be more fearful of loading partial, incomplete and
incorrect data and re-branding society and humanity to cattle
for eternity by “Deus ex machina“.



V. TIME

Physical characteristics in nature can be described
with 7 basic International System of Units shown in
genesis block [1] in symbol definition table SHA256:
d8ed77652122ff9bb5c4395ce9ffac7189e4303c7c1f33ea1791b15c1155269d.

When child is brought to life length, mass and date of
birth for the child is noted (first three elements in table
d8ed77652122ff9bb5c4395ce9ffac7189e4303c7c1f33ea1791b15c1155269d).

When a person dies only the date of death is noted. The
legacy and heritage is left to future generations. The balance
on the banking account found can be negative or positive.

“Time is money“ has been disproved by the fact Bitcoin and
mining random numbers using fossil fuel is more lucrative then
preserving knowledge, securing research papers and preserv-
ing critical infrastructure for future generations. Most of digital
research papers and regulation don’t have time component
for protection. Currently energy invested into digital research
papers and documents is going into smoke and depend on an
online infrastructure for verification.

Birthplace of Mathchain was Open Library of European AI
Alliance with on duty attendants from expert group, represen-
tatives of regulators.

The baby picture of Mathchain are present
in previous blocks in PNG files with
SHA256 757ddc33269bdfb08f2eefa94edb41e160d6f28aa69f3a28bd1f048a51136587,
e68e41dede2ae060bae8fb244cd9d178408e284169e7f6680f2741459f5a900c and
814fca416974464d82d329a235131558797c956e6f8b690e650e7460ab73ef28. Some professionals
have made X-rays, but some elements REST hidden behind
the numbers. Some blocks have been sent to the “relatives,
family and friends“.

The ancestors of Mathchain stand behind their child. Will
the Mathchain leave the incubator healthy is up to the members
of the community. The current attendants of regulatory and
research experts will decide if the child will leave before new
staff is elected by voting stakeholders.

If the Mathchain dies in the incubator, the scientists and
researches in the future will make autopsy,crunch numbers and
analyze the cause of death and decisions made by community
long after the author/s will rest in peace.

.
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